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STATEMENT ON “DAUGHTERS OF MERCURY” 

Janet Bruesselbach is an able white cis fem painter raised by scientists in Los Angeles, living 
and working in New York City. She was educated at RISD (BFA 2006) and the New York Academy 
of Art (MFA 2009), and was responsible for “I Hate Art” (2011) and Teleportraiture (2012). She 
crowdfunds projects to use what she is good at for the benefit of trans, queer, and marginalized 
people, with whom she has developed virtual intimacy. 

Daughters of Mercury is a series of 23 full-length oil paintings Bruesselbach painted from 
2014-2016 celebrating the beauty and diversity of trans women. Each portrait was driven by 
how the subject wants to be seen. Bruesselbach considers these portraits introductions to people 
she loves and admires, seeking to support their lives and work, and encouraging the same. Each 
portrait is accompanied by a biography or text by the subject so as to amplify voices of trans 
experience.

The series views the effort of feminine appearance in the face of hyper-visibility as 
art in itself. It seeks to evade typical manifestations of the cis gaze in blending, stealth, and 
transition narratives, and collaborates with women and non-binary people with a variety of 
presentations and experiences. The common factor is targeting by transmisogyny, an intensified 
form of misogyny and sexism that not only endangers those who do not conform to male birth 
assignment, but is symptomatic of society’s violence against femininity itself.

Many of the portraits are nudes, or near so, because subject and artist wanted to engage 
with the historical tropes of the medium and its relationship to depictions of female bodies. 
Exposure levels are a reflection of the subject’s love for and feeling about their body. It engages the 
ways women look at women, not an elimination of sensuality but an expansion and complication. 
Using oil paint on canvas and (non-continuous) poses often as long as 12 hours not only 
conceptually elevates the subject, but allows for conversation and invention outside the dynamic 
of the photographic standard.

Daughters of Mercury engages with cissexist assumptions about female bodies in 
representational painting, and advocates for more trans women in fine art. Trans artists are 
increasingly making work that eclipses the inevitable issues (arguably still present here despite 
maximum ethical care) with depictions by cis artists, which are often about the novelty or 
conformity of trans bodies, and often either overly sexualized or desexualized without regard for 
self-representation. While cis women’s bodies have long been used as a stand-in for beauty itself, 
trans women’s bodies were either erased or not regarded as beautiful in the same way. These 
portraits are one of many ways to reconceive female beauty.

The title of the series is neither a literal reference to mythology or astrology, but an embrace 
of mutability, deriving from alchemical concepts of Mercury as the mother of metals and the 
element of fluidity. Minds, bodies, and society can and should change; culture, artifice, and shifting 
images are truth. Oil painting works as a kind of magic transmutation from metal and organic 
pigment into a projection of living personality. Through old technology and hybrid imagery, 
Daughters of Mercury invokes the possibilities of better living through chemistry, medicine and 
speedy communication, and a more cyborg feminist future.



Alice, 2014, oil on canvas, 42x37in

$4000 

Dear God, Please bless Mommy, Daddy, president 
Reagan, The american flag, Waluigi, jazz music, 
animal’s, Compaq, Pentium II, epson WF-2540, times 
new roman, arial, arial black, verdana, wingdings, 
WINSOCK.DLL, arthur, dora, KERNEL32.DLL, my little 
brother, my wayward great-grandson and his little 
freinds„ AUTOCHK.EXE, CONFIG.SYS, AUTOEXEC,BAT, 
NOTEPAD.EXE,GENERAL PROTECTION FAULT, 
Winnuke, wood, QBASIC.EXE, wooden objects, 
woodworking, MSPAINT.EXE, SUBQ $0x28 %RSP, 
MOVQ %RDI %RBX, MOVQ -0x14372c83(%RIP) %RAX, 
TESTQ %RSI %RSI, CMOVNEQ -0x14372c76(%RIP) 
%RAX, MOVQ %RAX -0x48(%RBP), The fourth of july, 
ODBC32.DLL, SHELL32.DLL, the juche idea, people’s 
war of liberation, Sega, Larry Page, Larry Ellison, Larry 
Summers, and all of the little animals of the forest, 
Scooter Libby, Jeff Gannon, TASKMGR.EXE, USER32.
DLL,

Alex, 2015, oil on linen, 48x24in

$4000

I’m from Queens, half-Coptic and half-Irish. I’ve been out as a girl and a lesbian for eleven years. Family was 
not too keen on the idea so I spent some time on the streets. I did well enough in high school that I got some 
pretty nice scholarships and went to Fordham for undergrad and majored in Sociology. I did well enough in 
undergrad and on the LSAT to get a good scholarship to Cardozo Law School, where I made law review. I recently 
passed the New York bar exam and am applying for admission to the bar.



Madeleine

2014, oil on canvas, 42x26in 

NFS

I came into being in the year 6 B.H. (Before Haraway) in one of the flatter areas of England. Initially 
assigned as male, I pretty much went along with it because I really didn’t know any better and frankly, didn’t 
care. Various life events happened: school, occasional attempts at unsatisfying sex, relationships, marriage, 
and even parenthood. Approximately three decades into this, I started to engage and interact with the 
internet in way I hadn’t allowed myself before, partially out of apathy and partially out of fear of what I 
might discover. I started talking to others and began exploring who Maddie, the virtual being unrestrained 
by its usual prison of flesh, could be. 

Online we are unbodied, reduced to our mind but somehow more than ourselves. The Internet is 
psychic evolution. Logging off was losing all over again, back to a small world where I had no voice. There’s 
something really important about the internet and being a trans woman. Something about disembodiment 
or a spidering of psychic content transferred and ignited between universes and selves previously unknown 
and inaccessible. I had a fervent need to link the recesses of my consciousness to other brain storms of 
sentience. I found myself connected almost constantly and through a stream of selfies and memes, I evolved 
and became myself, for better or worse.

In meatspace, I started the process of becoming myself physically. Not a journey of correcting nature’s 
wrongs, medical interventions and becoming my ~true self~ but a DIY project of modification and 
customization. Countless hours of endocrine research, buying grey market drugs and lying to doctors 
resulted in the cyborg woman that I am now. I embrace my self-made self and reject any mode of feminism 
that doesn’t worship the cyborg girl. 

This portrait is based on a photograph taken during my first visit to the artist in February 2013. It was 
one of the first times I felt remotely comfortable in my body. In a way, it was the seed of this this project and 
the end result has been a source of love for my sisters---------



“A Lady Betwixt”

2015, oil on canvas, 30x60in

NFS

Robin Scott is an 
artist, an illustrator, a 
graphic designer and a 
web developer. She is a 
transgender woman, a 
feminist, an optimist, a 
futurist, and a utopian 
socialist. She is also a 
hostess, a chef, a comic 
book fan, a gamer, and a 
huge geek. She lives with 
her wife and some other 
amazing ladies in a castle in 
the sky on the Upper West 
Side of New York City. More 
of her work can be found 
online at RobinScottArt.com   

Serene

2015, Oil 

on canvas, 

32x64in. 

$6000

Pianist. 

Computer 
Scientist. 

Carbon-
based 
lifeform.

Aisling Fae

2015, oil on linen, 30x48in

$4000

I’ve often described myself as a Polymath, which sounds a 
bit conceited but it’s ultimately true. I am a polymath because 
I cannot choose, I cannot choose one career, one hobby, one 
identity. This portrait was birthed from this indecision. It was 
conceived when I arrived at Janet’s apartment, with no less 
than four costumes in tow, two weapons (a bow and a sword), 
and a number of miscellaneous accessories, and I told her. 
I want to be a Wolf Faerie who lives in a cyber forest and 
dresses as an ancient creature yet uses modern technology. I 
also want to be on or around fire.

The result is me, half humanoid faerie, half wolf, much 
like the Aisling I took my name from, wielding a modern 
recurve bow whilst dressed as a fantasy huntress, in an 
alien forest about to fire a flaming arrow at some unseen 
enemy. This, at least, gets close to touching the surface, of the 
cacophony that comprises my identity.



Cecilia, 2015, oil on linen, 48x34in

$4500

CECILIA M. GENTILI is a Trans-Latina original 
from Argentina by way of Miami. Cecilia 
has worked at the Gender Identity Project at 
the LGBT Center since 2011, as a volunteer, 
intern, and now consultant, facilitating groups, 
organizing, and working on prevention, harm 
reduction and self-empowerment, focusing 
mostly on undocumented Trans-Latinas. 
She is a board member for “Trans-bodies 
Trans-selves” for “Translatina Network” and 
for “Persist Health Project”. She received her 
education at the National University of Rosario 
in Music studies and worked as a music teacher 
for special needs children.

Persephone

2015, oil on canvas, 30x40in

$4000

Student, activist and speaker of prose, 
Persephone seems to spread herself thin 
but manages to make it all seem easy. 
As a late life transitioner, things can be 
difficult for a trans woman of color. But 
she continues to try to educate, and 
learn also. She is always speaking her 
mind on her blog or Youtube channel, 
Story of Seven. Persephone sees herself 
as a mother figure to a lot of younger 
trans women, and most see the same. 
She just wants to see everyone safe at 
the end of the day.

Star Amerasu

2015, oil on canvas, 48x24in

$5000

AH-Mer-AH-Su is the music project of interdisciplinary artist 
Star Amerasu, whose music and art is based upon her experiences 
living loud and proud as a queer black trans woman. While her 
early work was influenced primarily by folk and choral music, 
she has recently begun experimenting with electronic indie pop. 
Residing in Oakland, California, Star is a Siren Witch Poptronic 
Princess and thus takes for granted the power and influence of 
magic, and her connections to the astral plane. Star has performed 
3 consecutive years at the San Francisco Pride Trans March and 
in 2015 performed for the first time on the Main Stage at Oakland 
Pride. She has graced international stages captivating audiences 
with her looped vocals and live electronic percussion in Berlin 
and Paris along with spots at the Annual Fresh Meat Festival, 
SomArts, and The News in San Francisco; Safehouse Arts, Dixon 
Place Theatre and the Times Square Arts Center in New York City; 
Long Winter and Unit 2 In Toronto, Canada and at Montreal’s Slut 
Island. AH-Mer-AH-Su released her debut studio EP “Eclipsing” in 
the Spring of 2016.



Sybil Lamb

2015, oil on canvas, 36x48in

$5000

For over 20 years she has been a Notorious Deluge of 
Paintings and Illustration that often conspicuously feature a rag 
tag cast of young Misfits rockers Oddballs and cute Monsters and 
obsessive love to detail modified physiques. Operating a busy art 
studio, showing in galleries and selling at the Art Fairs of Toronto 
since 2009, born in Ottawa she has also left her mark on New 
Orleans Montreal Ottawa and SF/Oakland. Her work is sold at a 
number of Galleries in Toronto and around North America.

See her Portraits of North American Traveling Strippers and 
Punk Rock Freight Train Culture, 91 foot long Commissioned 
Historical Mural for the Church Wellesley Village / World Pride 
2014, 11 foot wide triptych depicting a “Window Girl” fight in 
Amsterdam, and created images for the CATIE Toronto’s 2014-15 
safe cruising with HIV PEP and PrEP campaign, and contributed 
character and concept design for Bipolarbear Production’s TIKI 
ISLAND animated cartoon.

Casey Plett

2015, oils on canvas, 24x48in

$5000

Casey Plett wrote the book A Safe Girl To 
Love, which was awarded the 2015 Lambda 
award for trans fiction. She lived half her 
life in the United States but was born in 
Winnipeg, Canada, which will forever be her 
home, and now lives in Ontario. She wrote 
a column on transitioning for McSweeney’s 
Internet Tendency and has contributed to 
Plenitude, The Walrus, and Rookiemagazine. 
She likes tiny dresses, winged eyeliner, salt, 
grease, Miriam Toews.



Alana Feral, 2015, oil on canvas, 36x60in

$6000

I’m Alana. The name is relatively new, but the identity isn’t. I 
might seem to be a bit of a contradiction to some folks, but I think 
that’s rooted in a false binary that people have been taught to 
believe their entire lives. There was a time that I was a frail little kid 
that literally wouldn’t hurt a bug. I carried my bible everywhere. I 
loved flowers. Especially irises. I wanted to be a dancer when I grew 
up. 

But then people hurt me. 

A lot. 

I turned into something of a monster. I was all hair and muscle 
and tattoos and rage. Instead of dancing I kicked in doors. Instead 
of planting seeds I planted bullets. I went to a place with no flowers 
and watered the dusty earth with blood. I tried to pour out my 
own but I fear my tears had all flown and there was no moisture 
left to drip from my veins. 

When believers and their gods couldn’t take my life I finally 
decided to take it back and make it my own again. I wear ruffles 
and lace with my steel-toe boots. I park my motorcycle next to my 
flower bed. I shape steel with fire and will, and I bake pies with 
love and care. The world may have slashed and burned everything 
I was, but from that crucible I emerged reforged--a blade never 
again to be broken.

Frida

2015-2016, oils on canvas, 36x36in

$3000

Frida is from the Washington that isn’t D.C. and from a part 
that isn’t Seattle. She’s chicana and trying to be proud of or at 
least okay with it. Frida likes to think of herself as Catholic but 
mostly just because she does weird shit like recite the liturgy of 
the eucharist while self-injecting hormones. As soon as Frida’s 
done with school, she wants to get to work making a podcast 
about other weird shit that trans people do with religion and 
spirituality. Speaking of school, Frida is agonizingly trying to 
finish a master’s in bioethics. She likes thinking about agency 
and moral psychology as well as transgender health and 
disability. She wants to go into some related health field but 
she also sort of wants to be a teacher.



Rebeka Refuse

2015, oil on linen, 24x46in

$3500

THE GLORIFIED BODY 

OF FRANKENSTEIN'S MONSTER

DRAMATIS PERSONÆ.

Frankenstein's Monster

Frankenstein's Monster's Holy Guardian Angel

Frankenstein's Monster—his divinized patchwork body draped
in flowing white robes—stands in the Kingdom of Heaven. He 
is serene, soothed by the bliss of the Beatific Vision, but 
contemplative. Next to him stands his Holy Guardian Angel, a
terrifying being consisting of seven different angels merged 
crudely into the same form—each retaining, more or less, their 
own independent heads, limbs &c. The angel chants softly the
same words, over and over again, the entire time it stands 
next to the glorified body of the monster. The angel and the 
monster speak simultaneously. 

Guardian Angel: HERE IS A GUARDIAN ANGEL FOR ALL 
THOSE WHO (contd.)

Frankenstein: im a monster. im a perversion. i should 
never have existed. (contd.)

Guardian Angel:  MAY NEED GUIDANCE ASK AND THEY 
WILL ANSWER IF YOU

Frankenstein: im a being created out of discarded lives, by 
science. life itself was supposed to be my 
Resurrection. it's absurd that im here now.

Guardian Angel: LISTEN REMEMBER TO GIVE A SMILE 
AWAY TO BRIGHTEN

Frankenstein: if “all things are to be made new”, how is it 
that this body which once terrified people

Guardian Angel: ANOTHERS DAY AND BE KIND AS IT WILL 
COME BACK YOUR WAY CREATE YOUR 
OWN ENERGY BY THE ACTIONS 

Frankenstein: —so much so that their fear of my body lead 
to my death—

Guardian Angel: THAT YOU TAKE THEIR MAYBE DARK DAYS 
BUT YOU CAN BE THE SUNS RAY

Frankenstein: now looks exactly the same, even though it 
is now divine. they say Saint Michael 
weighed our souls before the Resurrection.

Guardian Angel: WITH LOVE IN YOUR HEART AND A SMILE 
ON YOUR FACE CAN MAKE THE SUN

Frankenstein: i wonder how he was even able to find 
mine? did he have to tear my flesh apart

Guardian Angel: SHINE IN ANOTHERS DAY L&L AND HAVE 
A BLESSED DAY,

Frankenstein: and return my parts to their owners, in order
to sift through my ill gotten flesh and find a 
part of me worthy of glory?

Guardian Angel: HERE IS A GUARDIAN ANGEL FOR ALL 
THOSE WHO (contd.)



Andromeda

2015, 

oils on canvas, 

36x60in

$5500

(not in show)

Robin Thorn

2015, oils on canvas, 23x42in

$2000 (not in show)

Red, 2014, oil on canvas, 30x40in

$3000 (not in show)

Ani Mei, 2014, oil on canvas 24x36in

$2000 (not in show)



I am really excited to be a part of the Daughters of Mercury 
project.  Janet was great to work with and I had a fun time. I have 
heard some people question the value or necessity of a “visibility 
project,” and I have to say that I tend to agree.  For many trans 
women, visibility is dangerous. When trans women, and particularly 
trans women of color are experiencing an epidemic of violence and 
suicide, creating art to remind the world we exist seems frivolous at 
best or even reckless at worst.

But it would be a mistake to assume Daughters of Mercury is a 
visibility project.  From the Great Wall of Vagina to the A Beautiful 
Body Project to Leonard Nimoy’s Full Body Project, I’ve lost count of 
the dozens of photo books and art projects focusing on cis women’s 
bodies. Those projects are not created to help cis women become 
more visible or remind us that cis women exist.  Those projects are 
created to show a range of women’s bodies outside of the narrow 
images typically allowed in mainstream media and promote body 
positivity and encourage strong body image. As much as we hear 
about how needed body positivity is for cis women, it’s just as 
true if not more so for trans women. As narrow as the images of 
cis women in mainstream media tends to be, the images of trans 
women tend to be even more restricted.

When I was first coming out I found an online community 
where trans women would share nude or semi-nude photos of 
themselves, with the rule of only positive feedback allowed. Seeing 
such a range and depth of trans women’s bodies was incredibly 
powerful for me. With all the things about our bodies that can 
cause us anxiety, it is often easier to see those very same features as 
beautiful when looking at someone else and that can be a gateway 

into seeing ourselves as beautiful. It can be easier to deal with body image concerns or transition anxieties when you 
can see a range of other trans bodies. And when the most visible representations of trans bodies come in the form of 
mainstream porn, where our images are incredibly controlled and restricted, especially when many people first learn 
that trans women exist through porn, creating alternatives becomes very valuable.

I decided to start working in the field of pornography for precisely that reason - to provide an alternative image 
of what that could look like.  After starting Handbasket Productions and DoingItOnline.com I’ve heard from many 
people how much my work has impacted their lives. One trans woman told me about how she had only ever seen 
really unhealthy portrayals of trans women’s sexuality and relationships and assumed that transitioning would mean 
she would never have sex again. She delayed her transition for years for that reason, finally deciding that it would 
be worth it to transition even if it meant not having a sexuality. After seeing my films she told me she could envision 
healthy sexuality as a possibility once again and it caused a sea change in her life. Other people have told me that 
my work has literally been life-saving, as it would be one of the few things they would return to when dealing with 
suicidal thoughts and using my work to hold onto what positive possibilities there might be. 

Those are the stories that keep me doing this work, and the reason why I felt participating in Daughters of 
Mercury would be important. And that was what I was thinking about when I chose to pose standing up and carrying 
my lighting and film gear.  It certainly posed additional challenges to hold that pose for almost a dozen hours, but it 
was important to me to include an element of my work and what I do in this painting. In a world where we are so 
often told our very lives are impossible, the more we can share examples of positive experiences that can be possible, 
the better.

Tobi Hill-Meyer

2015, oil on canvas, 30x60in

$5000 (not in show)



Scarlett, 2015, oil on canvas, 35x48in 

$5000 (not in show)

Scarlett Pedersen AKA Doe Fields is a spirit 
sent to Earth from the constellation Cassiopeia 
to save the planet from its inevitable doom.  She 
is probably also a deer with human feelings.  
She landed in New Hampshire and found 
writing to be a great way to understand herself 
and this strange and beautiful planet she now 
inhabits.  She found spoken word while living in 
Boston, appearing at the Chill-Literacy writer’s 
showcase in September 2014.  She has since 
come to Olympia and has featured at Olympia 
People’s Mic, Pride Too! in Eugene, OR, and was 
a member of the Olympia NPS team in Oakland 
this summer.  Her work can be found in Oddball 
Magazine, her own chapbooks, or scribbled on 
paper napkins in dive bars and cafes throughout 
downtown Oly.

She is also a witch, and if you’d like her 
to read your mind or cast a spell on you or 
one of your friends, you can find her online at 
scarlettpedersen.com

Mya, 2015, oil on canvas, 48x30in 

$4000 (not in show)

Mya Byrne is a 
poet, award-winning 
performing songwriter, 
multi-instrumentalist, 
and activist. She’s 
played many great 
stages and festivals 
across the US, opening 
for many of her 
heroes, including 
Levon Helm. She is a 
co-founder of the Bay 
Area Trans Writers’ 
Workshop, and has 
been published 
in several notable 
collections and 
periodicals.



Three Views of Jadzia Dax

1. Jadzia Dax1  has multiple lifetimes of 
“male conditioning,” a toxic concept second wave 
feminists use to shift the blame for institutional 
sexism from institutions of sexism onto individual 
trans women (“You are only disagreeing with me 
because you are disagreeable and thus really a 
man forever”). But k: as a kid I was encouraged 
to Be Individually Responsible for My Destiny by 
Everyone in Our Culture in a way that a lot of cis 
women I knew/know were not. I would have had 
to have had much greater strength of character 
than I do to have secured certain skills & social 
positions as a cis woman. I would like to accept 
that I’ve had that privilege without qualifying 
my status as female. Maybe you consider this 
impossible. BUT Dax has all kinds of gung-ho Male 
Experiences, like she beats up Klingons and stuff 
and is a hot shot Runabout pilot and everyone 
is all like “oh Dax you are so glamorous and so 
proficient at bat’leth combat.” No one calls her less 
female for having led (multiple!) lives congruent 
with male identity under 24th century institutional 
sexism. Identity is primary, experience is adjunct to 
it.

2. No one hesitates even for a second to offer 
Dax cis female status. It would be crazy for any of 
the main cast of Deep Space 9 to doubt this. Yet 
when Quark gets GRS to fool the CEO of Sluggo 
Cola into whatever scheme, I forget, the joke is 
that it is gross when someone gets GRS, even if it 
is done by the brilliant/capable Dr. Julian Bashir, 
because trans bodies are gross amirite? But the 
Dax symbiont gets the whole Perfectly Cis Body of 
Terry Farrell and Jadzia’s cis “herstory” grafted onto 
itself. Identity is adjunct to experience. Q: Would 
I murder someone to have been Always Cis, or is 
that a moral line I will not cross? A: It is more a 
matter of degree than kind.

3. I would like to meet Jadzia Dax and go on 
a space adventure with her. The space throne Janet 
painted me in here is really exciting. What do those 
levers do? I wish I knew! Would Dax like it? Would 
Dax like me, personally? Will the ranking still go 
cis > Trill > trans woman, or is that obsolete by 
the 24th century? Probably not? Will we ever get 
something beyond allegory? The human adventure is 
just beginning.

                                                                   
1 The Dax symbiont is a genderless worm 

implanted in the stomach of a gendered/humanoid 
Trill. The symbiont passes its memories and 
experiences on from host to host. This is not NOT 
relevant to trans ppl IMO

Jeanne

2015, oil on canvas, 30x48in

$4000 (not in show)



Kate, 2015, oil on canvas, 48x24in

NFS

My name is Kathryn and I’m a 30-something trans woman. I go by she/her/hers. I’m a graphic artist, 3D 
modeler, and animator. My interests include comic books, video games, concerts, and 3D printing. I like to 
listen to podcasts and music. Mostly podcasts. All day. I can’t deal with silence. Recently I’ve taken up a new 
hobby (partially because of this project) of modeling for artists and photographers and I’m loving it.

   I have degrees in video production and computer animation. I used to be able to speak Japanese but 
I’ve forgotten almost all of it from lack of use. I’ve lived in Ohio, Tokyo, Florida, and now I reside in Bed 
Stuy Brooklyn with my beautiful cat Jenny and a rotating cast of rad queer folk.  I’m most likely late for 
something right now. 

   I am a switchy queer, feminist, trans-humanist, pro-science, pro-modern medicine agnostic atheist. 
I am against all forms of woo, pseudoscience, “alternative medicine”, and other magical thinking. I lack a 
faith in a god, and I think the existence of a god is highly unlikely, but possible. Show me evidence, I don’t 
care about your anecdotes. I believe religion (specifically the various sects of Christianity) is one of the most 
harmful forces affecting United States politics and society.

   I’ve been on hormones for 12 years but it took me 9 of those years before I stopped being afraid and 
started living my authentic life full time.  I feel like I’ve been transitioning to some extent almost all of my 
life.  Someday I hope to like my body enough that I can really put transition behind me, but money issues 
make that prospect unlikely.

   I wanted to be a part of this project in order to hopefully get more trans representation in modern art; 
because I love seeing artists’ interpretations of me; and because I just enjoy being naked while people are 
looking at me (I guess that makes me an exhibitionist).  Trans people are often portrayed as freaks in art and 
pop culture. From being friends with her, I know Janet has a respect and affinity for trans people, so I knew 
she would treat the project with respect and paint us in a positive light.



Daughters of Mercury 
by Janet Bruesselbach

P R I C E  L I S T        

Originals
Alice 2014, oil on canvas, 42x37in     $4000.

Frida, 2014, oil on canvas, 42x26in      $3000.

Alex, 2015, oil on linen, 48x24in     $4000.

Persephone 2015, oil on canvas, 30x40in    $4000.

Aisling Fae 2015, oil on linen, 30x48in    $4000.
 
Sybil Lamb 2015, oil on canvas, 36x48in    $5000.

Casey Plett 2015, oils on canvas, 24x48in    $5000.

Cecilia 2015, oil on linen, 48x34in     $4500.

Alana Feral, 2015, oil on linen, 36x60in    $6000

A Lady Betwixt (Robin) 2015, oil on canvas, 30x60in NFS.

Serene 2015, oil on canvas, 32x64in.     $6000.

Rebeka Refuse 2015, oil on linen, 24x46in   $3500.

Star Amerasu, 2015, oil on canvas, 48x24in   $5000.

Madeleine, 2015, oil on canvas, 42x24in    NFS.

Andromeda 2015, oils on canvas, 36x60in     $5500.

Scarlett 2015, oil on canvas, 35x48in     $4000.

Mya  2015, oil on canvas, 48x30in      $4000.

Tobi Hill-Meyer 2015, oil on canvas, 30x60in    $5000.

Jeanne 2015, oil on canvas, 30x48in     $4000.

Red Durkin 2014, oil on canvas, 30x40in     $4000.

Ani Mei  2014, oil on canvas 24x36in     $2500.

Robin Thorn 2015, oils on canvas, 23x42in    $3000.



Daughters of Mercury 
by Janet Bruesselbach

P R I C E  L I S T 

Limited Edition Archival Prints
lovingly “giclée” printed on hot press natural paper, signed and numbered by Janet Bruesselbach

16x20in   $100 (can print up to 3 on demand if not available)

8.5x11in   $40

tiny color tests  $5

Any print marked Ø is a misprint and the price of the next smallest print size

Other Stuff

2017 Daughters of Mercury Wall Calendar  $20

2016 Daughters of Mercury Wall Calendar  $5  
(free with 2017 calendar)

The Black Emerald (seed) by Jeanne Thornton $20

A Safe Girl to Love by Casey Plett    $16

I’ve Got A Time Bomb by Sybil Lamb   $18

The Urban Tarot by Robin Scott     $36




